Death within the medical undergraduate routine: students’ views
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This was a qualitative study in which the aim was to describe how fourth and sixth year undergraduate students of human medicine deal with situations involving death. The theoretical-methodological reference framework of phenomenology was used. Both the fourth and the sixth year students considered that death was a taboo subject, given that it was little discussed during the medical training. For the fourth-year students, the unpleasant feelings and sensations that accompany death in the context of care were mitigated by the teacher’s presence and also by the expectation of learning. The sixth year students revealed that experiencing the context of terminal illness and death enabled learning and incorporation of this topic into daily medical practice, despite the insecurities and difficulties presented. Hence, in addition to technical knowledge, skills in interpersonal relationships and emotional bonding are important for medical professionals in coping with the fatigue of clinical practice.
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Introduction

Each individual constructs their representation of death and attributes to it personifications, qualities and different forms by means of culture, family traditions, or even through personal investigation.

Death represents an invisible, intangible, untamable and unknown power, over which we do not have any governability. We fear death because we do not know how our encounter with it will be.

Although death and birth are part of the human being’s biological life process, they are permeated by symbolisms, meanings and values that have varied throughout history and among diverse cultures.
In the current sociocultural context, death is described as something undesired, and this generates denial behaviors such as trying to escape from its occurrence and speeding up things in order to return to the activities of the hospital unit as if nothing had happened. This denial of death, mainly in Western society, makes it difficult to include it as part of life.

Many authors have discussed the attitude that has been adopted to avoid the theme. A historical analysis reveals that death has ceased to be a social phenomenon in which everybody used to participate and has become hidden and masked, with the justification of protecting life – it is the inverted death. Death has become a hidden, undesired phenomenon, and confronting it is carefully avoided.

In the current Western tradition, death has left houses and has moved into hospitals, which sometimes are not prepared to approach this theme, especially when health professionals assist patients who will die, or when they need to communicate a patient’s death in places that have no privacy, such as hospital corridors.

Inside the hospital environment, there is the conspiracy of silence: no one talks about death, and when someone does, inappropriate expressions are used. The denial of death translates into attitudes like not knowing how to behave in this situation and the doctor’s distance in relation to terminal patients. Many times, such patients are submitted to aggressive types of curative treatment, even when it becomes impracticable.

A study on the views about death and dying held by healthcare professionals whose experience ranged from one month to 27 years has revealed that they recognize their lack of training to deal with death. A phenomenological study with cardiac resuscitation teams (nurses and doctors) has shown that the process of dying generates feelings of impotence, failure and pain in professionals. To “protect” themselves, they “get used” to death as something typical of their daily routine.

A phenomenological study carried out with Medicine and Nursing students has found that their first contact with death in the anatomy class already generates suffering, which is gradually mitigated as the students get used to it. Studies whose subjects are Nursing students have shown that dealing with death and dying generates anxiety, and the professionals feel unprepared to provide care for terminal patients. In view of this, the question is: how do Medicine students deal with situations that involve death?

To answer this question, this study aims to describe how students in the fourth and sixth years of the undergraduate program in Medicine of the School of Medicine of Botucatu/UNESP deal with situations that involve death.

Investigating this theme is justified by the lack of research that focuses on Medicine students’ experience of situations that involve death. In addition, this study can provide subsidies to the adoption of strategies to improve end-of-life teaching and care.

Method

We decided to employ Alfred Schutz’s social phenomenology because its principles are pertinent to the Medicine students’ experience of dealing with death situations in the academic context. According
to Schutz, the subject experiences and consolidates their experiences through communication with other men. In this process, the subject constructs their knowledge baggage, their “biographical self”, what differentiates them from others, including conduct, fears, joys and motives.\textsuperscript{14}

Social action is practiced among two or more people in their natural attitudes. It is projected by man in a conscious and intentional way, and carries with it a subjective meaning. The “reasons for” instigate the performance of the action; therefore, they are directed towards the future. The “reasons why” are evident in facts that have occurred but have not been forgotten, and they can influence present actions.\textsuperscript{14}

Thus, social phenomenology aims to learn and organize what individuals experience in their daily lives, as elements that act, interact and complement one another, configuring a social group with typical characteristics.

In this study, what matters are the reasons that impelled the action of the Medicine students. Thus, they were heard about their experiences related to death or to situations that evoke it.

The research participants were students in the fourth and sixth years of the undergraduate program in Medicine of the School of Medicine of Botucatu/UNESP. While the fourth-year students are in the beginning of internship, have just started clinical practice and have witnessed only a few life and death events, the sixth-year students are in the end of the undergraduate program and, therefore, have spent more time dealing with death or with situations that evoke it in the academic context.

The data were collected from February to August 2007. Theoretical saturation, which is a criterion of phenomenological research, occurred when the discourses showed convergences and repetitions.\textsuperscript{15} Overall, 17 fourth-year students and 9 sixth-year students participated in the study. This difference can be explained by the convenience of collecting data provided by the fourth-year students, as there were 20 students in the classroom and 17 accepted to participate. The sixth-year students were distributed across the hospital units and were contacted individually.

Data collection was performed after the study had been approved by the Research Ethics Committee (document no. 599/2006-CEP) and after the participants had signed a consent document.

After signing the consent document, the participants received, in writing, the guiding question: \textit{How do you feel when you deal with situations that involve death or with death itself? Please describe it to me.}

The lecture to the students and the meetings with participants were conducted by the study’s supervisor because the researcher was a student in the Medicine program in question and her presence might influence her peers’ answers.

In accordance with ethical principles, the discourses received a numerical code according to the order of data collection.

For data analysis, units of meanings were constituted through the reading and identification of the subjects’ actions, expressed in their testimonies, in a search for what did not vary, that is, what was common to the group. Afterwards, we organized the data by searching, in the analysis of the testimonies,
for what was typical of the action. Finally, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the groupings, guided by Schutz’s motivational theory.

Results and discussion

The testimonies were analyzed according to the theoretical framework that was adopted. Seven thematic categories emerged: For the fourth-year students, death is a taboo; death evokes unpleasant feelings and sensations; the students lack academic training to deal with death; they deal with death in order to become a humanist doctor. For the sixth-year students, death continues to be a taboo; death is a difficult experience; and death becomes an element of the doctor’s daily routine.

The analysis showed that death, to the students, is revealed in many facets, which range from a very difficult experience to its incorporation as an element of professional exercise. During the undergraduate program, there is intellectual learning in order to deal with the theme of death, as we show below:

Fourth year of the undergraduate program
Death is a taboo

The fourth-year students perceive death as a matter that is little discussed during the undergraduate program.

“We haven’t had much contact with death during the course, so I think it’s still a taboo to be broken. It seems that the professors don’t want to talk about it (...). Death, like life, is an object of study of medicine and should be viewed as such”. (8)

“Although death is inevitable, I think it’s a very delicate matter, as it involves a very big loss to the person and relatives. I think that the matter is little discussed in the undergraduate course and I believe that we, students, aren’t prepared to deal with it”. (11)

“I think we haven’t been prepared to this and I feel I’ll have to ‘make many mistakes’ in order to ‘learn’ how to deal with this situation – assuming that this is even possible”. (16)

According to the fourth-year students, healthcare professionals, including themselves, seem to avoid the confrontation with death. This corroborates Marcilio’s ideas when she states that death has been historically denied in Western society, which is revealed in people’s attitudes in different contexts. Thus, they seem to favor the conspiracy of silence. No one talks about death or about situations that evoke it. Although the main stage of death is the hospital environment and in spite of the fact that death is intensely experienced by healthcare professionals, they do not face it, as they have not been taught
how to develop personal strategies to do so. In addition, hospitals’ structures contribute to the denial of death. In short, death can be characterized as a taboo.

Attributing a social value to death is a way of denying it. When an old person dies, people say that she had already lived her life and death was expected. When a young person dies, they say that it was a pity, as he had his whole life ahead of him.

“The feeling is relative. It varies according to the type of death, if it was violent or not, and to the person’s age”. (12)

Death is admitted, among doctors, in the anatomy room and in necropsies. Denial is a consequence of the fact that it is treated as a taboo, a subject that is interdicted and avoided in the daily conversations of the members of the healthcare team.

Death evokes unpleasant feelings and sensations

The students’ choice for the Medicine course can be associated with fear of death, as they may aim to reach a certain degree of control over it and/or to fight against it. To the fourth-year students, death evokes feelings and sensations that are predominantly negative and which mean, mainly, failure, impotence and lack of expertise, as shown by the discourses below:

“I’d feel impotent if I could not defeat death.” (2)

“I feel a sensation of loss, but it’s not like losing an object; a loss as if I had lost a battle, a feeling of impotence and a doubt: Have I done anything wrong?” (3)

“The only situation in which I dealt with death was in the third year, when we were at the ICU for adults and one of the patients died while we were examining her (...). I felt impotent because I couldn’t do anything”. (6)

It is possible to infer that, at this stage of the undergraduate program, the students nurture the idea of “doctors who are heroes” and fight to defeat death, valuing science and not recognizing its limits.

Medical schools provide the doctor with an organicist education, which focuses on life, with the main objective of fighting against death. Furthermore, it is possible to verify the absence of didactic books and contents about death in the curricula. The school experiences the denial of death and transports it to teaching.

It is important to emphasize the need, in the education area, especially in formal education, of presenting ideas and methods to put them into practice, for when scientific concepts are insufficient, spontaneous concepts or common sense may prevail.
Still in the context of fighting against death, Kubler-Ross reveals, in her experience, that society finds it difficult to view death as a natural phenomenon. An external factor is attributed to it and scientific advance is a strategy to fight it, to the point that death is denied as a reality.

“I’m afraid of these situations, mainly of how to communicate this fact to the relatives of the deceased patient”. (5)

“When we were having a class in the ICU for adults, one of the patients died while we were examining her. I had no reaction, because I didn’t know what to do”. (6)

“Death always involves much pain and many uncertainties. To me, it’s always a difficult moment and the feelings are unpredictable”. (10)

The students also reveal feelings of fear and anguish related to death experiences. This fact can be explained as a way of dealing with “failure” in the battle against death, which affects many aspects: learning the limits of the profession and experiencing intense suffering whenever a patient “is lost”.

Only a few students related death to positive feelings and meanings. The discourse below is intimately connected with pre-undergraduate religious learning.

“The biggest problem is when the person is not prepared to die: Being prepared, in my opinion, means accepting Jesus as the Lord, the Savior of your life. I’m an evangelical; therefore, dying, besides being a natural process, is something very good, as I’ll live in Paradise in the presence of God, worshipping and sanctifying His name. The Bible says: To live is Christ, and to die is gain!” (9)

It is important to mention that, after years of exposure to death situations, without adequate conditions to deal psychologically with them, the result is the doctors’ desensitization regarding the theme. Since the first year of the undergraduate program, when they have contact with corpses in anatomy classes, the students, not without suffering, gradually acquire intellectual and emotional maturity concerning death, so that they can exercise the profession.

The feelings elucidate that the theme of death is seen with difficulty. This is revealed by the sensation of fear, lack of training and guilt. Death is hard and unpleasant; however, the school must favor the adequate elaboration of what death is.

Lack of academic training to deal with death

The students mention that some preparation takes place in the experiences and discussions that occur before and during the undergraduate course. It is important to explain that, in the curriculum of the fourth year, there is a lesson that focuses on the theme of death in the discipline of Psychology, as well as
general discussions about humanization in the area of health. However, the students report that this is not enough for them to know how to deal with death.

“I don’t feel totally unprepared to deal with it. We’ve had discussions about it in some disciplines”. (1)

“I believe we’re not prepared in the university to deal with this situation and we have to use our personal experiences to deal with death”. (13)

“Dealing with death is more than watching high-risk surgeries or witnessing tragic health situations. It’s something that requires a high emotional burden, as I’m very sensitive”. (2)

“We haven’t had much contact with death during the course, so I think it’s still a taboo to be broken and discussed. It seems that the professors don’t want to talk about it (…). However, we know that it is unequivocally attached to our profession and that we’ll have to have a good psychological basis to bear the impact of such an important loss like that of a patient. Death, like life, is an object of study of medicine and should be viewed as such”. (8)

The students attribute a great value to situations in which they must deal with death, and they think that the knowledge acquired in extra-curriculum activities or before their undergraduate course is not enough. They become scared, insecure, fragile, and this generates psychological suffering. They seem to want academic discussions during classes, with bibliographic references, and forget that experience itself favors learning.

Strategies to incorporate end-of-life care in undergraduate curricula have a positive impact on students’ attitude21, enhance their communication skills and reduce their negative attitudes in relation to death22. These studies have shown the possibility of including the theme of death in undergraduate curricula in the area of health, which enables to meet the students’ needs. When they witness the scene, they perceive the professional’s posture, ideals and manners, and this allows them to reflect on how to deal with death when their time comes.

“I don’t see big obstacles in dealing with such situations. At the beginning of university, thinking about death produced more impact. Today, when I learn that the patient has died or will die (…) I think of how I can reduce his suffering, but I don’t have the courage to tell the family and the patient that he’s going to die. I can say that the situation is very serious and requires much care. Stating ‘you’re going to die of this in x time’ is too strong”. (15)

Although the student mentions that “it’s all right” to deal with the theme, he contradicts himself when he says that, when he imagines the real situation, he thinks he would have difficulties and would
not have the necessary courage. He seems to resist the feelings in relation to the theme and even to deny it in view of his difficulties. Experiencing deep contradictions that are unsuspected at first can be frequent.\textsuperscript{16}

Other students expressed themselves in this way. One possible explanation is the fact that, in this period of the undergraduate course, they are not requested to give the “bad news”. This role is played by someone who is more qualified: residents, hired doctors or professors. Thus, the student does not face the situation, does not expose himself and does not discuss the theme.

“I believe that the task of giving bad news would not be assigned to me at this stage of the undergraduate course. Anyway, I wouldn’t have to do it alone; there would always be the support of a more qualified professional”. (1)

“Although I haven’t had many experiences, I believe I’d be embarrassed to talk to the family, and I’d probably be affected by feelings of impotence and sadness. As time goes by, I imagine that these sensations are mitigated, as you learn how to deal with them and mature”. (4)

The testimony below clearly annuls the apparent “it’s all right” that was mentioned above:

“I’m afraid of these situations, mainly of how to communicate this fact to the relatives of the deceased patient. I’ve never experienced this situation up to now, but I think I’ll have difficulties”. (5)

**Dealing with death in order to become a humanist doctor**

The fourth-year Medicine student perceives the event of death as something that is part of the doctor’s routine and that deserves to be treated with humanity, that is, with respect, feelings and suffering on the part of the doctor. Moreover, the students take into account the quality of the patient’s last moments of life.

“I try to face it as an event that will occur anyway. We must try to offer as much comfort as possible to the relatives, to the patient himself, and we must support each other”. (13)

“I believe that I, as a future doctor, I shouldn’t pretend I’m an ‘iceman’, someone who has no feelings and doesn’t suffer”. (2)

“The teacher dealt with what had happened in a very cold and distant way, and this disappointed us”. (6)
"The doctor must know that, when the patient’s situation is beyond medical reach and capacity, programming and developing ‘end-of-life quality’ become fundamental". (17)

The students resort to their daily personal and professional experiences to build judgements concerning how to deal with death situations without losing their humanity. Studies have shown that training to provide end-of-life care affects students’ attitudes9,12, and that learning promotes efficient and competent attitudes to care for terminal patients23. This strengthens the importance of including the death theme in formal education, that is, a significant amount of theoretical and practical (clinical) teaching in the training of Nursing students concerning end-of-life care9,12.

The fact that the student mentions that the professionals need to unite so that they can help each other, and this is a way to cope with death situations, evokes primitive societies, in which the fear of dealing with death was not so great because the group met individual needs with the aid of rituals, thus inhibiting the idea of horror20.

The need of comforting the deceased’s relatives, as well as the doctor, is recognized16.

According to the students, learning will be consolidated in clinical practice, either in or outside the undergraduate course, by experiencing real situations. They hope to be able to deal with death with little suffering on their part, while alleviating the patients’ and relatives’ suffering.

“As time goes by, I imagine that these sensations are mitigated, as you learn how to deal with them and mature”. (4)

“I’m impressed. I’ve never witnessed many death episodes. I think that, with medical practice, I’ll get used to it”. (7)

Thus, the fourth-year students experience death situations in their academic and personal reality, and characterize death as a taboo that brings discomfort. They reveal their lack of training and, at the same time, realize that the way of coping with this situation can contribute to their education as humanist doctors. According to Schutz14, human existence has a fundamental anguish, based on the fear of death, which is inevitable in the social reality. The occurrence of death is typified and absorbed by the relatively natural view of the daily world. At the same time, it requires a reflection on human finitude and its consequences to current experiences, that is, the world-life.

**Sixth year of the undergraduate program**

**Death continues to be a taboo**

Although the sixth-year students have completed almost all the stages of the undergraduate program in Medicine, they reveal that there is little discussion about death and about situations that evoke it.
“I also feel that death needs to be further studied and discussed in the academic environment, as sincerely and scientifically as possible”. (19)

Like in the fourth year, the consequence is the denial of death with the aim of reducing suffering: the students see it as a fatality; they sublimate their feelings, eliminate pain, and point to their possible growth in such situations, as it has been shown by cardiac resuscitation teams10.

“If it happens with a patient with whom I had contact and created a bond, the loss is sadder to me. If it is a patient with whom I didn’t have much contact, I face the moment in a better way”. (23)

In this testimony, the student differentiates the intensity of the suffering caused by a patient’s death according to his involvement with the patient. Having contact with death is part of the daily routine in the curricular medical activity, especially during internship. These experiences are configured as a learning process that contributes to efficient and competent attitudes23.

“I see these situations as something natural, in the case of patients who are waiting for death. But in patients who have undergone traumas, death can be painful”. (24)

The social value of death3 emerges in the testimonies. There is a denial related to age and to the presence of a “fatality”, which are justifications that help to accept death better. Unexpected versus expected death.

“I feel discomfort and I don’t resign myself when I face this situation. It’s related to the impotence that I feel. When there is nothing else to be done and the patient dies, I feel like I have failed and I rethink everything that happened there”. (26)

Sixth-year students still feel that death is a failure, and this generates the feeling of impotence. This is also revealed by doctors and nurses10. In this period, the student could have the maturity to think that death is an inexorable process of life. This is what the educational school should accomplish: forming students who are able to realize that death is not a failure; it is part of life and, consequently, of the medical profession, as the testimony below shows:

“Today I face it as a natural consequence of life and of the serious illnesses that are found at a tertiary hospital”. (22)

It is important to mention the role of educational institutions in the area of health in relation to death. Students must receive theoretical and practical education regarding end-of-life care9,12.
In these students’ education, the university, which is also immersed in the context of inverted death, contributes to form the thought of a “lost battle”, allowing the emergence of the denial of death. Authors like Kovács call attention to the fact that healthcare professionals constantly deny death, which fosters cold and desensitized behaviors towards the human aspect in situations of death and suffering. This brings an immense psychological suffering to the professional.

**Death is a difficult experience**

The sixth-year students report that they are still learning to deal with death and feel discomfort, but they recognize some progress in relation to their first contacts with death in the fourth year of the undergraduate program.

“I’m still learning to deal with death. My first experience wasn’t with relatives or acquaintances; it was in the fourth year of university. I felt compelled to have a doctor’s posture.” (20)

“To us, as ‘doctors’, it’s difficult to accept death. We end up accepting it, but when it happens it’s shocking, it’s hard.” (21)

“These sensations of discomfort, lack of resignation and anguish are related to my difficulty in accepting that one day I’ll die, too.” (26)

Even at the end of the course and after it, death remains a difficult situation to the medicine student. For this reason, we suggest that the themes of death and dying are approached in a longitudinal way in the curriculum.

To the students, their psychological suffering, discomfort and anguish justify their denial of death. An international study has presented other reasons for the denial of death in hospitals: lack of professional training and of personal coping strategies, and the organizational structure of the services.

It can be noticed that learning gradually occurs in the academic experiences, even if the student who is already in the sixth year of university still feels unprepared to deal with end-of-life situations.

“I feel unprepared as a professional, because the patient’s relatives look for answers that we don’t have”. (22)

“I think I was able to accomplish what I wanted, but I wasn’t prepared to deal with death.” (20)

The successive actions in the students’ daily practice qualify them to deal with death. It is a continuous process during their education that probably begins in the anatomy classes. Many times, this process is not perceived by the students, who are not aware that they attend many pedagogic spaces.
(technique; practice; internship; experience), the most important one being the learning that is based on the observation of the conduct of other professionals and masters. In addition to the education they receive, the students bring, as baggage, their life experience, which encompasses religion and their relationships with others. To Schutz\textsuperscript{14}, man lives in a natural attitude and is influenced by his biography, which motivates him and directs his actions.

It is important to mention that, although all the students follow the same formal curriculum, the experience they have, with its significant facts, is individual. This explains why there are sixth-year students with discourses that deny death, based on the purpose of the medical profession, and exclude death as part of life and of comprehensive care.

“I feel sad and impotent concerning the situation and how to give the news to the relatives. To us, doctors, the great aim is to bring life, comfort and joy to our patients and this situation is the other extreme; however, it exists and we’re totally impotent.” (25)

To what extent can a doctor aim to maintain life at any cost? In Brazil, the Federal Council of Medicine, in its Resolution 1.805/06\textsuperscript{25}, has delimited to what extent the fight against death, obstinate and without limits, can no longer be considered a doctor’s absolute duty. Medical schools have the fundamental role of fostering discussions so that students reflect on the theme with the possibility of modifying their actions, not only to comply with laws and codes, but so that they make sense to the students.

Death as an element of the doctor’s daily routine

The sixth-year students seem to include death as part of medical care. They recognize that, in end-of-life situations, the doctor plays the role of assisting the patient and the family in an individual way, with resources derived from his/her experiences.

“Nice words, being with the patient at the end of his life, giving comfort to the relatives, tranquility, and showing to the patient that having faith in future life (on the other side) is important are primordial factors to this patient’s peaceful death. A prayer seems to calm us down, and also the relatives.” (19)

“I tried to be firm, not to break down, but not to be impersonal.” (20)

With their own resources, which come especially from their experiences, the students gradually learn how to deal with death, as it has been shown by a study carried out in 2003 and 2004, also with Medicine students at the same University\textsuperscript{26}, and by a study conducted with Medicine and Nursing students\textsuperscript{11}. 
Although the students have not received formal learning about death and the relationship with terminal patients and their relatives, their experiences make them be concerned about not being limited to technical procedures, but not surrendering to sentimentalism, either.

Some initiatives that promote the development, in students, of competences related to coping with death and dying are highlighted below. A study carried out in Korea has revealed that, after attending a course on end-of-life humanized care, students enhanced their communication skills, their attitudes concerning death, and reduced their anxiety. The authors considered that students’ training in such questions is essential. Simulated clinical experiences are configured as a teaching strategy about death and dying, as students learn and develop the confidence and relational competences that are necessary to cope with death. Another study has proposed the inclusion of a curricular discipline that welcomes the emotions of Medicine students, which are not usually part of the formal curriculum, as it focuses primarily on technical issues, to the detriment of emotions.

While the issue of death to the fourth-year student is difficult, but there is the possibility of learning from the situations, the sixth-year student continues to find it difficult, but they must have the posture of a doctor, with all the prerogatives of the profession, as there is no longer the perspective of learning during the undergraduate program.

Final remarks

Situations related to death and dying are present in the daily routine of the Medicine student, especially from the fourth year onwards. This is intensified in internship, during the fifth and sixth years, when students’ hours are dedicated to the provision of direct care for hospitalized patients. The teaching environment of the internship for the students analyzed here is a reference hospital for high complexity patients. Thus, independently of the hospital unit in which the student is, he/she has the possibility of interacting with terminal patients.

The students’ technical-scientific knowledge and affectivity in the daily routine of the assistance were fundamental elements of the care provided for terminal patients and their relatives. This study revealed the nature of this care and unveiled feelings and motives which are not visible in an objective observation and which influence the way of acting.

Fourth-year students described death as a taboo, as it is little approached and discussed in the course. It awakes unpleasant feelings and sensations. The students view death, frequently, as a professional failure, a feeling that is mitigated by the professor’s presence. This reveals that they are not prepared to deal with death and that they expect to learn relational and technical aspects in order to become humanist doctors.

To the sixth-year students, death continues to be a taboo, as they consider it a theme that is little discussed in medical education. Although they, too, believe that dealing with death is difficult, the fact that they act in end-of-life and death contexts promotes learning through the observation of the posture that is expected in these situations. Therefore, death and its interfaces become part of the doctors’
The sixth-year students are required to give the news of the patient’s death to the family and to deal with feelings of loss and mourning. This is a qualitative study; therefore, the results presented here describe and interpret the experience of Medicine students at the moment of data collection. It does not intend to generalize the findings to other medical schools.

The issues related to death and dying require that students have technical and emotional competences to cope with such situations. The undergraduate program must offer opportunities so that both competences can be enhanced, based on scientific, ethical and legal knowledge. In this sense, bioethics has contributed to the discussion of issues concerning different ways of dying by addressing euthanasia, dysthanasia, orthothanasia and humanization in hospitals. As the international literature has shown, there is a lack of experiences targeted at the teaching of communication skills and competences in the sphere of human sensitivity – types of knowledge that are also necessary to the doctor’s education, as they contribute to their own wellbeing and to the healthcare system as a whole.
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